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It is a 3D printing (additive 
manufacturing) fair, aimed at both 
the general public and 
professionals in the industry. 

The fair will offer a unique opportunity to 
discover the latest innovations, network, 
and engage in talks with makers and 
professionals from various potential 
markets related to the industry. 

ADIMAKER'23 is starting to be supported 
by an advertising and communication 
campaign to promote it starting from the 
month of April.

It is important that you update this document from 
the website as it will be constantly evolving (as 
speaker contracts are finalized, changes occur, 
performances are scheduled, and event times are 
determined).



The Multi-Purpose Room, located at the Tenerife Fairground, will 
be exclusively managed by CLICK COMUNICACIÓN for the 
installation and contracting of stands, as well as the provision of 
furniture and complete customization and logistics for this space.

It will have emergency and self-protection plans in place, as well 
as cleaning, security, liability insurance, and on-site medical 
personnel to ensure the smoothest development for the peace of 
mind of exhibitors and attendee 

VENUE



UNIFIED AESTHETICS AND CREATIVE FREEDOM to facilitate 
event uniformity while allowing each exhibitor freedom, 
minimum structural requirements with basic customization 
have been established for contracting. There are guidelines for 
the use of the remaining space with freedom within safety 
measures.

Here, you can see photographs of other setups that have been 
created using these structures, and you can request expansions 
of both space and customization with the organization.

STANDS



Base stand 12m2 (3x4m):

Base stand 24m2 (6x4m):

Equipped and Customized Stands: We provide equipped and customized 
base stands that include electricity, carpeting, partition walls, a counter, and 
seating to facilitate your participation in the designated sections for 
professionals and makers.

If you require more space (island stands, open areas...), More 
customization, sturdy or additional furniture, storage, and reception of large 
equipment... please visit our website or contact us, and we will provide you with 
other available solutions.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

● Carpeting of 12m2 in color of your choice 
(subject to stock availability).

● Backwall measuring 3m wide and 2.1m high.
● 2 fully printed color panels (0.6 x 0.6m).
● Counter measuring 0.6x0.6m and 0.9m high.
● 2 stools.
● Power outlet.

● Carpeting of 24m2 in color of your choice 
(subject to stock availability).

● Backwall measuring 3m wide and 2.1m high.
● 4 fully printed color panels (0.6 x 0.6m).
● Option to choose 1 double counter or 2 

counters measuring 0.6x0.6m and 0.9m high.
● 4 stools.
● Power outlet.

750€+igic

1350€+igic



Adimaker'23 will feature relevant presentations in the field of additive 
manufacturing (3D printing), allowing attendees to learn about the latest 
trends and advancements, make new contacts, and disseminate information 
to both the general public and professionals. These presentations will be 
updated in the current dossier and communicated to all interested parties.

Additionally, there will be dedicated networking moments exclusively for 
professionals, facilitating the exchange of ideas and the creation of 
collaborations among key players in the industry.

TALKS, NETWORKING…

And a touch of humor too! with 
Aarón
Gómez



LOCATION AND TRANSPORTATION

Adimaker'23 fair will take place on Thursday, October 19, and Friday, October 
20 at the Tenerife Fairground.

The nearest airport is Los Rodeos Airport in Tenerife North, which has taxi stands 
and buses (known as "guaguas") heading to the Intercambiador (line 20). The 
more distant Reina Sofía Airport is located in Tenerife South (line 711).

The bus station (guaguas) is a multimodal interchange that provides 
connections with the tram and parking facilities, making it convenient for 
attendees to access the fairgrounds on foot.

https://titsa.com/index.php/tus-guaguas/lineas-y-horarios/linea-20
https://titsa.com/index.php/tus-guaguas/lineas-y-horarios/linea-711


DO YOU NEED ACCOMMODATION TO COME TO ADIMAKER'23?

The Hotel Atlántida is located near the Tenerife 
Trade Fair Center. It is situated in an ideal location 
for attendees of the fair, as it is within close 
proximity to the venue.

Tenerife Norte Airport is located 12 km from 
the hotel, just a short 10-minute drive away. To 
reach the Silken Atlántida from the airport by 
bus, you can take line 20 heading towards 
Santa Cruz.

Alternatively, you can also arrive by taxi or 
rental car. To do so, take the TF5 highway in 
the direction of Santa Cruz. Enter through 
Avenida 3 de Mayo, and halfway down the 
avenue, you will find the Silken Atlántida. The 
private parking is located just before reaching 
the building.

Tenerife Reina Sofía Airport is located 60 km 
from the hotel. To reach the hotel from the 
airport, you can take bus line 10 heading 
towards Santa Cruz, which runs every 60 
minutes. Alternatively, you can also take a taxi, 
which takes approximately 35 minutes, or rent 
a car. 
To do so, take the TF1 highway in the direction 
of Santa Cruz. Enter through Avenida 3 de 
Mayo, and halfway down the avenue, you will 
find our hotel in Tenerife. The private parking is 
located just before reaching the building. 

1. Send an email to hotelatlantida.sc@hoteles-silken.com 
2. Identify yourself as an exhibitor or attendee with the subject: "3D Fair 

Adimaker'23 by Click Comunicación"

mailto:hotelatlantida.sc@hoteles-silken.com


Don't miss the opportunity to be part of Adimaker 
and showcase your company at this unique and 
specialized fair.

Book your equipped and customized stand now and 
join us in this exciting additive manufacturing (3D 
printing) experience. For more information, please 
don't hesitate to contact the organization at the 
following email address:

central@clickcomunicacion.es 

We look forward to having you with us!
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